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2021 Reflection
The end of the year is a good time to
reflect on how we have performed
individually and collectively in our role of
serving library users, especially in a
challenging COVID-19 environment.

My hope is that all of us will take
time to reflect, not only at the end of
a year, but also at various intervals
during the new year.

Reflection is associated with evaluation.
While we reflect on our performance in
2021, we could ask ourselves some
questions and four are suggested here.

I wish to end with a well-known
quote by Ryunosuke Satoro which
says that “Individually we are a
Drop, but together we are an
Ocean”.

1. What were my strengths?
2. What were my weaknesses?
3. What can I do to further capitalize on
the strengths identified above, in order
to further improve or excel in 2022?
4. What can I do to improve my identified
weak areas in 2022? What training
sessions will I need to attend in order to
improve and build up my skills?

Bringing this closer to home,
individually, we are still a Drop but
collectively, we are indeed an Ocean,
one of inter-connected library staff
and Network across the Region,
committing to focus on our
customers’ success by serving and
giving our best, in whatever form it
maybe.

It is important that we individually carry
out an honest reflection of ourselves.
When we have identified our strengths
and weaknesses, we are better able to
identify how we can further improve in
areas identified, come the New Year.

The Libraries PaCfika publications
team thanks everyone, within and
outside of the Region, who
contributed to the four issues of
2021 and looks forward to the
ongoing contribution of articles of
interest and personal thoughts as a
means of strengthening our Library
services in the region.

With any service organisation, individuals
make up the whole, so individual
performance(s) affect our overall
performance as a service unit.
Individually we are a Drop,
but together we are an
Ocean

Thank you and vinaka vakalevu!
With Christmas wishes and a Happy
New Year.
Liviana Tabalala
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS

Hidden Histories of Christianity and Cook
Islander Missionaries Rediscovered
compiled by Vaine Tutai Parima

October 26th, on the island of Aitutaki marked the historic
200th anniversary of the arrival of Christianity to the Cook
Islands. The celebrations retold and rediscovered the
instrumental and largely forgotten role of indigenous Cook
Islanders who through “blood, sweat and toil” evangelised the
region from the early 19th Century.
This included the histories of our missionary ancestors and
their personal commitment to what began as a foreign mission
in the Pacific islands by the London Missionary Society.
The first British missionary to the Cook Islands, John Williams
(1796-1839), landed on Aitutaki in October 1821, which was the
beginning of Christian mission in the region. Williams was
accompanied by Papeiha on 25 May 1867, a Tahitian convert
and evangelist who had trained with Williams in Raiatea.
Papeiha and other Tahitian evangelists were instrumental in
the conversion of Aitutaki, Rarotonga and the remaining Cook
Islanders to Christianity. The archive of the London Missionary
Society (LMS) held by SOAS (School of Oriental & African
Studies) Special Collections, University of London, documents
this history and includes a journal by John Williams, comprising
an account of the “complete overthrow of idolatry on the island
of Aitutake” as told by Papeiha (1821-1822).

An account of personal stories and experiences
of indigenous pastors or native teachers’
collated and retold by Wendy Rowan and Rev.,
Robert Evans in the following books leading to
the bicentennial celebrations:
• ‘Takamoa Bicentenary book 1821 -1871.
Avarua, Cook Islands. The lost stories of the early
missionaries from the Cook islands’, collated by
Wendy Rowan & Rev., Robert Evans; selfpublished, Springwood Printing Company,
Faulconbridge, NSW, April 2020. ISBN 978-09945203-9-5
• Book 2 ‘Cook islander missionaries in British
New Guinea 1872 – 1915′, collated by Wendy
Rowan & Robert Evans; self-published. Printer –
Springwood Printing Company, Faulconbridge,
NSW, June 2020. ISBN 978-0-6489064-0-7
Also, leading to the celebrations was the
traditional voyage made by the vaka Marumaru
Atua and its crew, a canoe which represented
the historical and traditional significance of
voyage, exploration, discovery and transferring
of knowledge and pathfinding passed from
generation to generation.

The week-long celebration was attended by
people from many walks of life including the
Prime Minister of the Cook Islands Hon. Mark
In the decades that followed, a significant number of Cook
Brown, dignitaries, traditional and church
Islanders became missionaries and trained at the Takamoa
leaders. Cook Islanders celebrated in true Cook
Theological Seminary, which was established in Rarotonga in
Islands spirit with activities, which included:
1839. Under the guidance and influence of the London
string band (singing) competition, motu (atoll)
Missionary Society, these “native teachers” the term they were
trips across the lagoon of Aitutaki, sports
often called by the Society, travelled across the region
competition (touch rugby), muumuu pageants –
evangelizing and teaching in Samoa, Loyalty Islands (New
Caledonia) and the New Hebrides (Vanuatu). The LMS arrived in parading in traditional evening gowns, trade
shows, fishing competition, concert and dart
Papua New Guinea in 1872, and Cook Islanders were based
along the southern coasts until 1915. Cook Islanders were thus competitions. The one-week event ended on
Monday 1st November with a very special
the missionary pioneers into the Pacific region. They formed a
memorable closing ceremony.
bridge of contact between other Pacific peoples and European
missionaries, as they lived among and evangelised the local
Source: https://blogs.soas.ac.uk/archives/2020/10/02/cookpeople. This often came at a huge personal cost with many
islander-missionaries-recovering-hidden-histories-from-missionaryarchives/
men, their wives and families lost to sickness and death.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
Tuvalu National Library & Archives
Celebrates Halloween Day by Togiola Funafuti

The Tuvalu National Library/Archives coordinated a
Halloween Outreach Program for children on Saturday 30th
October. The event was funded by the Suva based US
Embassy and specifically targeted children who are always
fascinated and want to participate in the tradition of lighting
bonfires, wearing different costumes, and enjoy facial
makeups depicting ghostly and horror characters often
described in children’s story books.
Part of the creativity and entertainment provided to the
young members and friends of the library, included:
storytelling, face painting, drawing and colouring, making
paper baskets, lanterns and movies. Children were
entertained with the story behind Halloween Day. Treats
comprising food, and refreshments were served.
The library holds a special US collection of books, journals,
posters and reference sources gifted by the US Embassy to
meet the information needs of the community.

Iotia Nooroa, Senior Pastor Cook Islands Published
"The Journal of John Williams 1823"

Iotia Nooroa is a senior pastor at Cook Islands Presbyterian
Fellowship INC Bennala, Victoria Australia who published the
above book to commemorate the 200 years of Christianity in
the Cook Islands. The publication is on display at the USP
Cook Islands Campus library.

USP Team Library
Champion of Champions
for PINKTOBER

Team Library of the University of the South Pacific
raised a sum of F$3,702.20 out of the F$11,640.20 total
raised by the 16 units/sections and campuses which
participated and championed the University wide
PINKTOBER Breast Cancer Awareness campaign. The
Pinktober fundraising event was coordinated jointly by
the AUSPS Women’s wing and USP Staff Union. All
proceeds were directed to the Fiji Cancer Society, for
the benefit of survivors and patients of breast cancer.
The PINKTOBER event is commemorated in October
with deep affection and anticipation by individuals,
corporate institutions and civil society alike. The event is
associated with a bevy of walks, runs, rallies, teas and
other activities to promote breast cancer awareness. It
was founded in 1985 by the American Cancer Society
and the AstraZeneca biopharmaceutical company, the
producer of several anti-breast cancer drugs. Breast
cancer awareness with its accompanying pink ribbon
are synonymous with the month of October, also
referred to as Pinktober for many people including
breast cancer survivors. Its longstanding awareness
campaign includes many different things and meanings
to different people. For some, it is about celebrating
strength and survival; for others, advocacy and a push
to educate people about its realities. For researchers, it
is the many donations to fund their invaluable work for
patients, either battling it, living with it, or just tirelessly
working towards its eradication.
This year (2021) regardless of the ills of the COVID
pandemic, Team Library USP engaged and championed
three Pink- A- Thon events: Wednesdays lunch hour
10,000 steps walk; a 10 kilometers beach walk and 5
kilometers mid shore line ocean swim. The beach walk
and swim were held on Saturday 23rd October at Pacific
Harbour together with a beach cleaning campaign,
requested by Ms Darlene Underwood, a resident and
member of the Pacific Harbour community.
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DEVELOPMENTS AND FEATURES
Fiji Library Association (FLA) Supports
UNESCO Global Media and Information
Literacy Week

In their Own Words – Pacific History
Association

The FLA hosted a lunch hour webinar on Friday 29 October to
commemorate the UNESCO Global Media & Information Literacy
Week, 24 – 31 October. The theme – “Media and Information
Literacy for the Public Good,” focused on three objectives:
• Creating awareness on the importance of access to information;
• Sharing developments and benefits of internet-related
education, learning and programmes; and
• Promoting media and information literacy connections.

The 24th Biennial Pacific History Association (PHA)
conference was hosted by the University of the South
Pacific at Laucala campus, Suva on 17-20 November 2021.
The theme of the conference, "In Their Own Words", paid
tribute to the work of the late i-Kiribati theologian,
historian, and USP lecturer, Rev. Dr. Kambati Uriam.

The three invited speakers included:
1. The Honorable Premila Kumar, Minister for Education, Fiji
Ministry of Education, Heritage and Arts (MEHA);
2. Ms. Sabine Weber-Beard, Senior Librarian Far North District
Council and
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) - Asia
Oceania Representative; and
3. Ms. Cherie Lagakali, Chairperson for Pacific Islands Chapter of
the Internet Society (PICISOC) – Fiji Representative.
FLA was privileged to host such an event and expressed gratitude
to the speakers for accepting the invitation to share insights on
media and literacy for the public good.

by Gwen Mar Rounds

Elizabeth Fong, University Librarian, chaired a very
interesting panel that included presentations about early
sound recordings in Oceania, tattooing of both sexes in
Samoa, King of Cannibal Isles as well as the Pacific
Collection at USP Library Laucala.

by Gwen Mar Rounds

Gwen Rounds, Pacific Collection librarian, talked about
moving beyond a physical collection and focused on
specific projects the Pacific Collection is embarking on to
make its valuable information more easily searchable and
retrievable in response to the demand for ubiquitous
learning, teaching and research against a background of
enhanced technological capabilities.

In response to enhancing user experience, four
digitisation projects, three indexing schedules and
… Fiji Minister of Education’s Assurance on Library Studies
subscription to the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau were
Funding Opportunities
discussed in her presentation. The projects included
Hon. Kumar mentioned that the Fiji Government was providing a creation of a theses portal and digitizing The Fiji Times,
map collection, rare collection, heavily used as well as USP
budget of F$6m for school libraries building infrastructure,
publications. The indexing schedules discussed were the
learning material resources and tools. The lack of trained library
USP Photograph Collection found online at
staff in both paraprofessional and professional levels was raised
from the audience. The Minister was informed of the reality of the http://50.usp.ac.fj/gallery.php , the Ephemera Collection
and the indexes of local newspaper articles relating to
library profession in Fiji, with less than 20 Fiji nationals
USP.
professionally trained or qualified librarians. From this group,
some 60% are retiring in the next 5 -10 years.
The presentation was well received by the thirty-six
participants who virtually attended this panel whereby
At paraprofessional level, there are approximately less than 50
holders of the Diploma LIS, and 40-50% will reach retirement age the conference provided a platform for the Pacific
Collection to showcase its initiatives through the
in 5 -10 years. The treasurer of Fiji Library Association, Vilimaina
application of technological developments to take its
Vakaciwa advocated to the Minister of the need for Fiji
collection to the people of the Pacific whose histories are
Government to provide funding for professional development.
the backbone of their survival in today’s world.
She added that, “the F$6m allocated by Government for school
libraries building infrastructure and material resources is futile
without having the appropriate and matched skills, expertise and
competencies of human resources.”
In response, Minister Kumar acknowledged the appeal and
reassured that there will be funding provisions to meet training
opportunities and LIS professional studies in both vocational and
academic streams.

A further discussion emanating from the meeting is for the FLA
to assist Library Services of Fiji prepare a library career and
professional development framework funding submission to the
Ministry of Education. This was drawn to the attention of the FLA
President, Ms Ela Qica who was not able to attend the webinar.

USP Pacific Collection Library Assistants digitizing the Fiji Times
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60,000 Digitised Family Records of Fiji
Indentured Labourers at Australia
National Library

On ABC Radio Pacific Beat - Search for
Fijian Stories for New Australian
I
National Library collection
Fijian Australians have been asked to tell their stories
for a new collection being compiled by Australia's
National Library, as a way to highlight Fiji's contribution
to Australian culture -- something that's currently
missing.
The library says that the project will include oral
histories, photographs, books and other items from the
community.
While the pandemic has hampered progress so far,
there has been widespread interest from FijianAustralian communities.
The National Library's director of curatorial and
collection research, Libby Cass, said that they want to
help make Australia's Fijian community more visible.

So often tracing and researching family history can be a
never ending and tiring task with mostly dead ends and
missing links. Searching is even more strenuous when
tracing genealogical records and migration movement
of ancestors from one country to another. The National
Library of Australia has a rich array of records and
resources to help the public in their search.
In collaboration with the National Archives of Fiji, the
National Library of Australia makes available over
60,000 individual records issued to Indians who were to
come to Fiji as indentured labourers in the period 18791916. The original passes, held in 344 volumes, are kept
by the National Archives of Fiji. They have been digitised
and are freely accessible online through the National
Library of Australia.
In 2011 these records, combined with records of Indian
Indentured Labourers of Guyana, Suriname, Trinidad
and Tobago, were placed on the UNESCO Memory of
the World Register.
The National Archives of Fiji are custodians of the
original collection.
Source: https://www.nla.gov.au/whatson/events/webinar-indian-emigration-passes-fiji-18791916?fbclid=IwAR2Et6G0NCIjjwG3FUaigmhh8Ya1yGf6uePPxfqRAaT2atmPG4_Tvj_c68

"Outside of Fiji, there's more Fijians in Australia than
any other place. So we've got quite a big Fijian
population and we had done some preliminary analysis
of our collection and recognised that we didn't hold a
lot of [Fijian] material. Ms Cass said the new collection
will have an emphasis on audio recordings to highlight
Fiji's oral traditions. "Being able to connect to that
we're hoping to record material in different languages
spoken in Fiji and that by lifting up and elevating those
voices, we can really do something very exciting here."
she said.
Shirleene Robinson, a senior curator at the library, has
seen first-hand how Fijian voices have been missing in
Australian institutions. “Growing up, you do not really
see or hear any representations about people who
were from Fiji or hear those voices."
Torika Bolatagici is planning to contribute her family's
story to the project, "I think that the beauty of oral
history projects is that they do capture a more broad
range of stories of lived experiences and nuances and
complexities that are often missed when communities
tend to get homogenised."
Source: https://www.abc.net.au/radioaustralia/programs/pacificbeat/search-fijian-storiesnew-australian-national-library-collection/13641940

the new collection will have an
emphasis on audio recordings to
highlight Fiji's oral traditions.
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ACHIEVEMENTS...

ARRIVALS...

PEOPLE AND FOCUS
Tina Afegau-Tahiava, Library
Assistant USP Solomon
Islands Campus
Tina Afegau-Tahiava
graduated with the USP
Diploma of Library &
Information Services (Level 5)
at the Solomon Islands 2021
Graduation Ceremony in
Honiara on Friday 29th
October, 2021.

APPOINTMENTS...
Gyaneshwar Narayan – Systems Manager
USP Library

Gyaneshwar was recently appointed as
Library Systems Manager. He replaced Daniel
Ferrier who returned to the USA. Gyaneshwar
graduated with a BSc and MSc (Computing
Sciences), Diploma LIS (Library and
Information Studies) and MBA from the
University of the South Pacific.
He is pursuing the MLIS programme through distance learning from
Charles Sturt University, Australia. He joined USP library in 2010 as
an Analyst/Programmer.
Mere Vada – Library Assistant USP Library
Mere was also recently appointed as a Library
Assistant. She has completed both the
Certificate and Diploma LIS from Pacific TAFE
USP. She first joined USP library working as
part time junior library assistant from March
to December 2016. Mere continued in this
position at PIMRIS library, USP lower campus
from January 2017 to December 2018. She was
a full time junior library assistant from January
2019 to August 2020, prior to her new
appointment in Reader Services.
Sylvie Tapasei – Library Assistant USP
Centre, Santo
Sylvie Tapasei Garae rejoined USP on the 2nd
of August 2021 as Library Assistant for the USP
Center in Luganville Santo, Vanuatu. She
replaced Leisarur Wollem, the former Library
Assistant who ceased work in March 2017.
Sylvie started work as a Library Assistant at
Emalus Campus Library in 1995 till she resigned
in July 2017. Sylvie worked for 22 years before
resigning to work as Librarian for the Vanuatu
Agriculture College (VAC), a opposition she occupied for four years.
Sylvie completed the SOE's Diploma in Library and Information
Studies from the University of the South Pacific in 2009.
Manoj Prasad –Binder USP Library
Manoj has recently been appointed a Binder.
He first joined in 1993 as a Library Attendant
until February 1999, when he joined UNFPA as
library officer until 2003. From 2003 to 2007,
Manoj worked as Sales Executive with SPB
Systems. He joined FNU and worked as binder
from 2008 to 2012. Manoj rejoined USP
library in May 2012 and continued as library
attendant until 2020 when he was assigned to
work as a trainee binder until recently in
2021, when he was appointed to the binder
position.

DEPARTURES...
Natasha Skeen – Librarian, Readers Services
USP Library

Natasha returned to UK after serving USP library
as Librarian, Reader Services for 2 years and 9
months. Natasha was part of the core team
delivering information research skills to University
students and teaching staff. The USP library
network thanks Natasha for her contributions that
helped strengthen the quality and effectiveness of
library, information and research support services
to the University community.

OBITUARY
Margaret Austrai Terry
Head Librarian, Vanuatu National Library
2012 - 2021

The Pacific Libraries Network community sadly lost a colleague and
friend, Ms Margaret Austrai-Terry, who was the Chief Librarian at the
Vanuatu National Library until her death after a short illness on
Friday 26th November 2021 in Vila, Vanuatu. Margaret was laid to
rest on Sunday, 28th November.
Margaret was born on 12 June 1968 in Manus, Papua New Guinea.
She attended and completed secondary schooling in 1986 in Papua
New Guinea. In 1988 she graduated with a Diploma in Secondary
Teaching from Goroka Campus, University of Papua New Guinea.
She was first employed in 1989 as a High School teacher at the
Kiunga High School, Western Province, PNG, where she taught Social
Science and Home Economics to Years 7-10 students. She moved to
Port Vila, Vanuatu with her husband and worked as a library
assistant at the University of the South Pacific Centre for 3 years
between 1990 to 1993. Whilst serving as library assistant, Margaret
pursued library studies, first gained a USP Certificate in
Librarianship in 1992, and later, a Bachelor of Arts in Library and
Information Studies from the University of PNG in 1996. Margaret
became the first professionally trained librarian in Vanuatu in 1998
to 2006 as Deputy Librarian at USP Emalus Campus, Vanuatu. She
obtained the Graduate Diploma in Library and Information
Management from the University of Canberra, Australia in 1998.
Margaret became the Campus Librarian at the USP Emalus campus
in 2006, a position she held for five years. In August 2011 she
returned to PNG as Deputy Director Library Services at the Divine
Word University in Madang.
Margaret was instrumental in the recognition and development of
libraries and its contributions to national economies in both Papua
New Guinea and Vanuatu. She was actively involved in establishing
and reviving the Vanuatu Library Association.
Margaret headed the Vanuatu National Library as its first locally
appointed professional librarian, a position she held since 2012 until
her demise in 2021.
Libraries PaCfika including the libraries community in both the
Pacific and abroad acknowledges her vast contributions to the
Library field in the Pacific. Margaret will be remembered by her
colleagues and friends.
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CONFERENCES
WORKSHOPS

IFLA the Voice of Libraries to COP26
IFLA representing libraries worldwide, was the face and voice at
the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26), hosted by the
United Kingdom in Glasgow, from Oct 31 – Nov 12, 2021.
IFLA ensured that a library perspective was included in the
programme both for governments and other delegates, and to
amplify the work that libraries are doing to empower their
communities to take climate action. IFLA was part of the
Climate Heritage Network in a sequence of events that brought
the voices of cultural heritage and cultural institutions to the
table – highlighting the sector’s critical role in powering climate
action.
“The goal to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees C. above preIndustrial levels still stands – but on shaky legs. More than ever,
leaders must take more ambitious steps to mitigate the climate
emergency. This must be done in a just and inclusive way – in
which all people are empowered to participate in climate
action. Libraries can help make this possible.”
• IFLA’s Secretary General Gerald Leitner participated in the
Climate Heritage Network in celebrating and launching of the
Race to Resilience Culture Initiative.
• IFLA joined a roundtable on using culture and cultural
institutions to support inclusive, locally-led resilience action. Do
watch the recording online on Communities Tapping Their
Shared Cultures and Heritage for Climate Action.
• IFLA also joined another excellent line-up of speakers for an
EU Side Event, where it highlighted how libraries empower their
communities to take climate action. Watch that recording
online here: Powering Climate Action Through Heritage Policies,
Organisations, Research and Public Programmes.
Way Ahead for Libraries
• Continue to be engaged with the Green Library Movement –
acting as educators, role models, and platforms through which
to allow communities to get involved in climate action.
• IFLA’s Environment, Sustainability, and Libraries (ENSULIB)
Section continues to offer a space to bring library professions
together to exchange experiences, create resources, and
inspire dialogue for greater action.
• IFLA will continue to amplify these efforts and seek out ways
to keep adding a library voice to international conversations on
climate action as we look ahead to COP27 in 2022.
• We can also look to the Glasgow Work Programme on Action
for Climate Empowerment as an opportunity for advocacy.
There is more that can be done to highlight the essential role
that libraries play in promoting changes in lifestyles, attitudes
and behaviours needed to achieve the Paris Agreement. Equally
important, is how libraries help State Parties uphold their
commitments to respecting and promoting their obligations on
human rights as they pertain to addressing the climate
emergency.
Source: https://www.ifla.org/news/bringing-the-voice-of-libraries-to-cop26/

REVIEWS

Paradise of the Pacific : approaching Hawaiʻi /
Susanna Moore
New York : Farrar, Straus and Giroux, [2015]
IISBN:
9780374298777 (hardcover). 303 pages : illus,
map ; 24 cm Contents:
Map -- This Realm of Chaos and Old Night -Awe of the Night Approaching -- The Source of
the Darkness that Made Darkness -- The Cloak
of Bird Feathers -- One Great Caravanserai -- A
Pilgrim and a Stranger -- A Light to My Path -Review by Jan Morris Crucified to the World -- Falling Are the
Heavens -- The Voice of Landshells -- Glossary - Gods and Personages.

The most peculiar place on this planet, as I see it from my
vantage point in Wales, is the 50th state of the American union,
the Pacific archipelago called Hawaii.

Its capital, Honolulu, is one of the remotest big cities on the face
of the earth. Its geography is weird, consisting as it does of some
130 assorted islands and atolls, scattered across 1,500 miles of
ocean. Its history is spectacularly unexpected, beginning with
mass immigrations of Pacific canoeists and culminating in the
virtual extinction of an American fleet by several hundred
Japanese airplanes. Its indigenous culture is a marvel of intricate
legends, faiths, musics and superstitions, and its native written
language is a prodigy of alliterations.
The novelist Susanna Moore (the author of two previous
nonfiction books about Hawaii) handsomely contributes to all
this with the unworthily titled “Paradise of the Pacific,” which
sounds like a tourist brochure. Her book is in fact an
astonishingly learned summation of the Hawaiian meaning,
elegantly written, often delightfully entertaining and ultimately
sad.
It is concerned with the fate of the indigenous people of the
place since their first contacts with the world at large around the
end of the 18th century. The Hawaiians already governed
themselves as a unity, island rivalries having lately been settled
by the emergence of a monarchy under Hawaii’s founding father,
Kamehameha the Great, who had 22 wives and was said to move
“in an aura of violence.”
They were already being affected, though, by influences of the
West, from gonorrhea to Christianity, and these were famously
first exemplified by the arrival on their shores, in 1778, of the
Yorkshireman James Cook, who was for years popularly
supposed to have been eaten by them.
He was not, but even in 1823, Moore tells us, missionaries from
New England thought the Hawaiians looked half-beast, halfhuman: “Do they not form a link in creation, connecting man with
the brute?” Well, then as now, they were certainly unusual. As I
understand it, their society was rigidly structured, from patricians
to untouchables, within a severe sort of universal code of
conduct and relationship called kapu, with frightening penalties
and threats of human sacrifice.
They had no written language, and they honored an immense
assortment of gods and miscellaneous spirits that inhabited, for
example, reptiles, stones, canoes, strange noises, planets, mists
and the insane. What with innumerable curses and spells flying
back and forth all day and night, as Moore observes, life must
have been horribly confusing. No wonder the missionaries were
taken aback, especially perhaps when they learned that all ranks
of Hawaiians went in for a cheerful sport of temporary wifeswapping.
Source:https://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/30/books/review/paradise-ofthe-pacific-by-susanna-moore.html
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PUBLICATIONS@USP BOOK CENTRE
PUBLICATIONS...eRESOURCES...PUBLICATIONS
The Geography, Nature and History of the
Tropical Pacific and its Islands / Walter M
Goldberg. New York : Springer, 2018. ISBN-13:
978-3319695334 (paperback) 228 p. USD25.00
Format: eBook
https://librarycat.usp.ac.fj/client/en_GB/default/
search/results?
qu=The+Geography%2C+Nature+and+History+o
f+the+Tropical+Pacific+and+Its+Islands&te=&ir=
Both
“This volume provides an accessible scientific introduction to the
historical geography of Tropical Pacific Islands, assessing the
environmental and cultural changes they have undergone and how
they are affected currently by these shifts and alterations. The book
emphasizes the roles of plants, animals, people, and the environment
in shaping the tropical Pacific through a cross-disciplinary approach
involving history, geography, biology, environmental science, and
anthropology. The book details the origins of the island's original
peoples and the dawn of the political economy of these islands,
including the domestication and trade of plants, animals, and other
natural resources.”
Nauru burning : uprising and its aftermath /
Mark Isaacs ISBN: 9781743586600. [Aust.,] :
Hardie Grant Books, 2019. ISBN:
9781743586600. 80 p. Format: eBook
https://eds.p.ebscohost.com/eds/ebookviewer/e
book?sid=025cd05e-f74d-4d75-abb019c80dc12ba3%40redis&vid=0&format=EK
“Nauru Burning goes behind the veil of secrecy
around Australia's offshore immigration
detention centres to reveal a climate of fear and
hopelessness, culminating in the riot and fire
which destroyed much of the Nauru regional processing centre in
July 2013. The book looks at how the tinderbox ignited and examines
the investigation into who was responsible.
It is the story of the fight of the men in detention to prove their
innocence, and of the workers who tried to help them. Ultimately, it is
a comment on the lack of accountability and oversight for service
providers in the deliberately remote and closed environment of
Australia's offshore detention centres.”

A Dictionary of Vurës, Vanuatu /
Catriona Malau. Canberra, ACT : ANU
press, 2021. ISBN (print): 9781760464608
ISBN (online): 9781760464615 471 p.
USD100.00 Format: eBook
https://press.anu.edu.au/publications/se
ries/asia-pacific-linguistics/dictionaryvures-vanuatu
“This is a trilingual dictionary of Vurës,
with meanings provided in both English
Bislama, the national and
language of Vanuatu.Vurës is an an

Oceanic language spoken on the island of Vanua Lava in
Vanuatu. The dictionary is a companion volume to A Grammar
of Vurës, Vanuatu (Malau 2016).
There is no established tradition of writing in Vurës and most
speakers are not literate in their own language. This dictionary
is intended to have a dual purpose: to support the learning of
literacy skills in the Vurës community, and as a reference work
for linguists. There are four parts to the dictionary. The main
part is the most comprehensiveand provides the English and
Bislama definition of Vurës words..."
The Federated States of
Micronesia’s engagement with
the outside world control, selfpreservation and continuity /
Gonzaga Puas. Canberra, ACT : ANU
Press, 2021. ISBN (print):
9781760464646 ISBN (online):
9781760464653 294 p. USD60.00
Format: eBook
https://press.anu.edu.au/publication
s/series/pacific/federated-statesmicronesias-engagement-outsideworld

Open Access books on JSTOR

7,000+ Open Access ebooks from 90 publishers, including Brill,
Cornell University Press, De Gruyter, and University of California
Press, are now available at no cost to libraries or users.
High-quality content: These titles reflect JSTOR’s high standards
for quality content and are freely available for anyone in the
world to use.
Ease of use: Users won’t need to register or log in, and there are
no DRM restrictions or limits on chapter PDF downloads or
printing. Ebooks work just like journal articles on JSTOR.
Digital preservation: The ebooks are also preserved in Portico,
ensuring that they will be available to researchers in perpetuity.
Integration for libraries: Librarians can receive free MARC
records and activate the titles in discovery services.
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Libraries PaCfika replaces Centre Libraries Update and PIC
News. A quarterly newsletter produced by Regional
Libraries section, USP Library. Laucala campus, Suva. Fiji.
Libraries PaCfika connects the libraries around the Pacific
region, keeping them abreast of the latest libraries and ICT
development and progress in the region and abroad.
Published in both print and electronic versions.

The publication is fully published online commencing with Vol 17, no.3 (September)
2021 issue onwards and accessible on https://www.usp.ac.fj/library/aboutus/library-publications/
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tabalala_l@usp.ac.fj; Writer & Content producer Vilimaina Vakaciwa, Regional Librarian, Tel: (679)
3232234 Email: vakaciwa_v@usp.ac.fj. ePublishing , design and layout, Vilimaina Vakaciwa with
technical assistance by Jade Moore Senior Library Assistant USP Library.

